To:
Simon Oborn[Simon.Oborn@moypark.com]
From:
David Mark
Sent:
Tue 8/4/2015 8:35:19 AM
Importance:
Normal
Subject: FW: Heads up - confidential
MAIL_RECEIVED: Tue 8/4/2015 8:35:00 AM

COM-112309

Simon - got this from a contact in Government - have removed names just in case we circulate - can fill you in

We should update DG/AJ on this I think

Lets discuss

David

To be aware of comments from some in the industry.

Xxxx, just a heads up to let you know that talk in the industry is that the DETNI are making moves towards impeding the
abuse that has been taking place within the RHI poultry sector where they are being blamed for running their system night
and day even without poultry present. The abuse centres on the common no limit RHI tariff in Nl, they are proposing to
change it for a two tier tariff similar to UK. This will of course lessen those who apply after October's ability on the RHI income
they can achieve. If xxxx Group was intent on doing something it may be better to get it underway and get it labelled as
working even it is 60% their onsite.
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To:
Brian Gibson[Brian.Gibson@moypark.com]
From:
David Mark
Sent:
Tue 8/4/2015 8:19:32 AM
Importance:
Normal
Subject: Head sup - confidential
MAIL_RECEIVED: Tue 8/4/2015 8:19:00 AM

COM-112310

To be aware of comments from some in the industry.

Xxxx , just a heads up to let you know that talk in the industry is that the DETNI are making moves towards impeding the
abuse that has been taking place within the RHI poultry sector where they are being blamed for running their system night
and day even without poultry present. The abuse centres on the common no limit RHI tariff in Nl, they are proposing to
change it for a two tier tariff similar to UK. This will of course lessen those who apply after October's ability on the RHI income
they can achieve. If xxxx Group was intent on doing something it may be better to get it underway and get it labelled as
working even it is 60% their onsite.
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